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The transformation of the
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
On April 13 2013, the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam reopened after a renovation process that had lasted more than a decade. The building, which dates
from 1885, was designed by the architect Pierre J. H. Cuypers (1827-1921).
Initiated as a royal museum the museum had been transformed into the
Dutch National Museum. Originally the building was conceived as a collection of museums. It housed five different collections, with specific characteristics in construction, spatial lay-out and decoration, all embodied in one
Gesamtkunstwerk. The specific features of the various parts of the museum
however, had been long lost. The central passageway through the building,
making it a gatehouse between the centre of Amsterdam and the district
Amsterdam-Zuid, still remained in use. This passageway turned into one of
the pivotal issues in the long lasting building process, that faced several problems. Already twenty years ago, in 1994, the Rijksmuseum commissioned
a study of the possibility of closing this passageway under the building for
biclycle trafic. In a press release the museum announced this as a means for
the passageway to serve as an entrance area. A year later Hans Ruijssenaars
(b. 1944) started developing a master plan for the Rijksmuseum. This comprehensive view was intented to find solutions to infrastructural problems,
the sense of clutter and the shortage of space in and around the building.
This article focuses on the evolution of the design for the new Rijksmuseum,
in a complex and ambitious context involving a great many parties.1
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Fig. 1, 2. Exterior of the
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam,
south facade, today (above),
Exterior in 1936 (below); above
the passageway, in 1906, an
extension was built for the
Night Watch.

Transformations since the opening At the start of the twentieth century
criticism on this way of presentation
In the ninety years since its opening, the increased, in the Netherlands as well
interior of the Rijksmuseum had under as abroad. Several foreign museums,
gone numerous major and minor re like in Berlin, Hamburg and Boston
novations, prompted by lack of space, started to change their presentations,
growing visitor numbers and changing focusing less on presenting the enti
ideas about museum design.2 The exte re collection, and more on the aesthe
rior for its part had remained almost tic feeling and presentation. The over
unchanged since the museum was first abundant decorations of the Cuypers
built. Cuypers’ idea of the museum was interior of the Rijksmuseum didn’t
a gathering place for art objects. There match with these new ideas. Cuypers
fore he did not include storage space in however succeeded in preventing any
his design for the building. The entire art changes in the ornamentation of the
collection was on display. Soon after the interior until his death, in 1921.
opening, with the collection growing,
extra storage spaces and exhibition areas Large-scale renovations and reorgani
were created with false ceilings and par sations started taking place when Fre
titions in the galleries, and even in the derik Schmidt-Degener (1922-1941)
courtyards (fig. 3). In 1898, Alfred Licht was appointed director.4 He stripped
wark, director of the Hamburger Kunst the museum of its nineteenth-century
halle, called the museum “ein furcht- character, and ordered many decora
tions of Cuypers to be removed or con
barer Zustand von Durcheinander”.3
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Schmidt-Degener’s ideas about aesthe
tic display and selection of highlights,
making a very sharp distinction be
tween painting, sculpture, applied arts,
and a careful separation between his
torical objects and works of arts, had
been followed by his successors. The
abundant ornamentation of Cuypers
continued to be whitewashed of whitestuccoed, in order to meet the muse
um standards of the twentieth Cen
tury. In the period after the Second
World War the collection grew rapidly
and along with that the need for sto
rage space and exhibition floors. Also
public facilities asked for changes in
the building. With all the galleries and
annexes already in use, in the 1960s
the courtyards started to be built in
with galleries and an auditorium, on
several levels. The courtyards were
completely filled in, causing their ori
ginal outer wall to be concealed from
the view and the arcades on both sides
of the central passageway to be closed.
The visual contact between courtyards
and passageway and the transparency
of the structure of Cuypers’ building
had vanished.
Onwards with Cuypers
Fig. 3, 4. The west courtyard
housed a Meissen porcelain exhibition in 1957; the courtyards
were soon in use for storage and
exhibition space (above). The
Night Watch exhibited on the
west wall of the Night Watch
Gallery (below).

cealed. Walls were painted in colours
more suitable for the exhibited works of
art; floors were covered with linoleum.
Many objects were sent to storage, and
less objects were on display. The main
central axis of the museum – the Great
Hall, Gallery of Honour and the Night
Watch Gallery – was radically changed,
with more changes coming up in the
years to follow. Due to problems with
lighting the Night Watch had already
been removed from its central position.
From a specially built extension on the
south side of the axis, it returned again
to a refurbished Night Watch Gallery,
in 1926, but now exhibited on the west
wall (fig. 4). Decorations on walls and
ceiling were whitewashed and the cur
tains were removed. In the early 1980s
Rijksmuseum architect Wim Quist (b.
1930) reversed some of the earlier re
novations (fig. 5, 6). The vaulting beca
me visible again, some of Cuypers de
corations were restored, the floor le
vel changed, and by hanging the Night
Watch on its original position, in 1983,
a visible unity of the Gallery of Honour
and the Night Watch Gallery was re-es
tablished.
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According to Ruijssenaars, who beca
me Rijksmuseum architect in 1995, the
passageway had become a dark tunnel.5
His master plan (1996) encompassed
the restoration of the basic structure of
the building, admitting daylight into
the courtyards by partly reopening
them, and turning the passageway into
the museum’s lobby (fig. 7). The passa
geway had to be eliminated from bi
cycle and pedestrian traffic, and ent
rance doors were to be installed in the
archways north and south. Both pas
sageway and courtyards could be used
for all kinds of public services. Ruijs
senaars completely ignored the work
of his predecessors, believing that the
only way to restore the spatial clarity
and organisation of Cuypers’ building
was following the principle ‘Onwards
with Cuypers’.
In the same year, Ronald de Leeuw was
appointed director of the Rijksmuse
um. Unfortunately the new director
and the architect could not get along,
and their working relation ended in
1999, as De Leeuw announced his pre
ference for ‘a more flamboyant, visio

Architect’s selection

Fig. 5, 6. The Gallery of Honour,
ca. 1920 (above). The Gallery
of Honour after the renovation
under Wim Quist, ca 1984
(below).

The selection of architects for the New
Rijksmuseum started in 2000.6 The in
tention was to split the task in three
and to select three architects: a chief
architect, a restoration architect and
an architect for the Atelier Building on
Hobbemastraat. In the Netherlands it
is costumary to appoint a restoration
architect alongside the chief archi
tect, in case large government-owned
monuments are restored. The Ate
lier Building had to be built for hou
sing the offices and the ateliers, that
were to be removed from the main
building. In March 2000 Chief Go
vernment Architect, Wytze Patijn, in
consultation with the Rgd, the Mini
stry of Education, Culture and Science
and the Rijksmuseum, came up with a
list of seventeen potential chief archi
tects, including five foreign firms.7 The
longlist for the restoration architect
contained just five names, all of whom
were eventually approached.
nary approach to the museum’. Al
though Ruijssenaars’ master plan was
officially dropped, it laid the basis for
the Rijksmuseum policy document
The Rijksmuseum in the 21th Century (1998) and the strategic plan of the
Government Buildings Agency (Rijks
gebouwendienst, Rgd). The policy do
cument formulated the museum’s wis
hes for exhibitions, public amenities
and the historic building. In the muse
ological presentation painting, sculp
ture, applied arts and historical ob
jects were to be integrated as one co
herent collection, in a chronological
arrangement. A large reception area
in the centre of the building had to be
reserved for public services, with di
rect access to the exhibition rooms. It
was therefore proposed that the filledin courtyards had to be fully reopened
again, admitting daylight to the pas
sageway. Furthermore Cuypers’ deco
rative scheme was to be brought back
selectively. This policy document was
translated in the strategic plan, follo
wed by the Structuurplan 2000, that
eventually became the framework for
the architect’s competition.
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In the summer of 2000 it became clear
that the next Chief Government Ar
chitect would be Jo Coenen. Although
he was not due to take up his posi
tion until 30 November, he was invol
ved in the choice of architects before
then, seeing that he would be heading
the evaluation committee. The short
list that emerged in the autumn of that
year was based on Patijn’s preparatory
work (Hubert-Jan Henket, Erik Knip
pers, Rafael Moneo, Paul Chemetov
and Peter Zumthor), supplemented by
Coenen’s suggestions (Franzesco Ve
nezia, Heinz Tesar, Cruz y Ortiz ar
quitectos and Rem Koolhaas).8 Coe
nen argued in favour of architects
with empathy for the historical con
text. Coenen felt that the only ar
chitects being considered were what
he called ‘conflict architects’ and he
wanted a completely different list.
Coenen’s use of the term ‘conflict ar
chitects’ made it quite clear what type
of approach he had in mind: no con
trast between old and new, rather a
fusion. This called for architects cap
able of empathizing with the heritage
building, in effect assimilating it and
then transforming and recasting it in
such a way that it acquired new elan,
both in terms of its design and in its
technical elaboration. After consulta
tion of the director of the Rijksmuse

um, Moneo and Koolhaas (‘unaccep
table’) were taken of the shortlist. As
Zumthor failed to respond, Patijn ad
ded Cees Dam instead.9 Eventually se
ven candidates remained in competi
tion: two known Dutch offices (Hen
ket Architecten and Dam & Partners
Architecten), one young Dutch pro
tégé of Patijn (Erik Knippers, Bureau
Wouda), the Spaniards Cruz y Ortiz,
the Frenchman Chemetov, the Italian
Venezia, and Tesar from Austria. They
were all but one (Knippers) middleaged men, and all experienced in buil
ding in a historical context, and muse
um extentions.
Invited competition

Fig. 7. Sketch from Hans
Ruijssenaars’ masterplan, with
the courtyards partly reopened.

The task for the principal architect was
to come up with a plan of approach for
the Rijksmuseum. Four guiding prin
ciples were provided: 1) restoration of
the spatial structure of the museum in
line with Cuypers’ concept but with a
contemporary ambience; 2) ameliora
tion of the museum’s accessibility and
circulation structure; 3) restoration of
the original interior finish in so far as
compatible with the museum’s public
functions; 4) development of a propo
sal for the garden and the museum’s
relationship with its surroundings.10
These guiding principles were qui
te prescriptive, in particular with re
gard to the decision to restore Cuy
pers’ structure and to reinstate some
of the interior finish. The precise in
tention of this last point was not en
tirely clear, however. In Cuypers’ inte
rior, the external finish, decorations,
paintings and building sections coale
sced in a total work of art in which
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the distinction between building and
collection ceased to exist. It was left
to the architects to interpret the mot
tos ‘Back to Cuypers’ and ‘Continue
with Cuypers’. The practical challen
ge for the architects was to solve the
problem of the entrance and circulati
on. Obviously, the intervention would
need to cater to the wide-ranging re
quirements of the mass public, con
temporary presentation techniques,
climate control and security.
In March 2001, the evaluation com
mittee (with only one architect: Coe
nen) came to a decision based on eight
evaluation criteria: respect for Cuy
pers, the museum’s operating con
ditions, the urban context, financial
constraints, architectural quality, ori
ginality, finish, and proposed use of
materials and energy consumption. A
technical committee advised the eva
luation committee on implementati
onal aspects of the various plans. The
commission was to be awarded to the
architect who, in tendering jargon,
submitted the “most economically ad
vantageous offer”, although architec
tural quality was to be the decisive
factor.11 That rider gave the commit
tee the leeway to put aside the score
sheets with part-scores and allow the
architect’s heart to speak. Despite the
experience of the architects, the se
lection of the chief architect turned
out not to be a heavy job, as the com
mittee probably already knew what
it did not want. Five proposals were
put aside almost immediately. All the
Dutch proposals and the proposal of
Tesar were considered to be too free
and contrastive. Venezia was disqua

Fig. 8. Longitudinal sketch of
the central passageway with
the connection between the
lowered courtyards beneath,
Cruz y Ortiz 2001.

lified as his visionary plan for a Grand
Palais on Museumplein exceeded the
brief. Only Chemetov and Cruz y Or
tiz were taken seriously. Doubts aro
se over Chemetov’s plan, foremost the
idea for a continuous basement un
derneath the courtyards seemed to be
technically unfeasible. Which left just
Cruz y Ortiz. This did not mean that
it was a negative choice. The evalua
tion committee spoke in superlatives
about the resolution of the entrance,
the design for the courtyards, the “re
fined and restrained subtlety of their
intervention and the extremely appea
ling proposal for a superb pavilion”
(fig. 8).12 The gesture of Cruz y Ortiz
to add a ramp in the passage under the
museum, that would lead to the un
derground entrance court was con
sidered the brilliant solution that or
ganized the entire museum. The fact
that the urban guidelines already sta
ted that the public passage under the
museum had to remain public – and
therefore that the solution of Cruz y
Ortiz would be unfeasible, was at that
moment seen as a minor detail.
Also the commission for the Atelier
Building was later awarded to Cruz
y Ortiz. In April 2001, Antonio Cruz
and Antonio Ortiz joined the selec
tion committee for the restoration
architect for the project. Out of five
firms, Van Hoogevest Architecten was
chosen.13 The other four firms, Archi
tectenbureau J. van Stigt, Verlaan en
Bouwstra architecten, and Braaksma
& Roos Architectenbureau partnered
by Rappange & Partners Architecten
also met the demands of the complex
assignment. Van Hoogevest however
was considered to be the most suita
ble “as regards professional knowhow,
experience and collaboration with the
chief architect”. The firm had been re
sponsible for several major restorati
on campaigns, like the restoration of
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five medieval churches in Utrecht, the
Old and the New Church in Delft, St.
Bavo’s Cathedral in Haarlem (built
by Cuypers’ son Jos), the seventeenth
century Amerongen Castle (renova
ted by Cuypers), and the Town Hall
of Hilversum (by architect W. M. Du
dok).14 Not only was Van Hoogevest,
with a more the 100 years of firm tra
dition, sufficiently equipped for such
a huge task. The selection committee
thought this architect to be the most
supportive one to the principal archi
tects. The invitation letter to the resto
ration architect contained the same
general premises as those put before
the chief architects. But also questions
related to structural design, building
performance and services engineering
were to be addressed. The restoration
architect was also invited to indicate
how he thought building archeolo
gical research could be integrated in
the design, and how – in his opinion –
an extensive decorative programme
could be executed in the interior.
From the start, Van Hoogevest’s ideas
on Cuypers’ building differed from
those of Cruz y Ortiz, particularly re
garding the extend of restoration of
the decorative colour schemes, cau
sing problems between the two firms
later in the process. The formula of
collaboration between chief architect
and restoration architect was used
many times before by the Rgd, but da
ted from the time when new construc
tions and restoration were separate
activities for specialized architects.
An assignment like the transformati
on of het Rijksmuseum, in which re
storation and intervention coincide,
asked for either broad agreement, or a
clear demarcation line. At the time of
the competition there was an overlap
in the tasks as presented to the chief
architect and the restoration architect.
For the Spanish architects this kind of

collaboration between firms was new.
Further the communication between
the architects turned out to be very
difficult. And besides that, already
from the beginning Cruz y Ortiz met
with what was for them an as yet lar
gely unknown side of Dutch culture,
namely social decision-making. This
required a period of ‘familiarization’
with the Dutch reality of multiple cli
ents, numerous committees, the insti
tutions and other interested parties –
each with a seat at the table and their
own views on the project. Years later
Antonio Ortiz commented ruefully: “I
think you call that ‘Polder-model’”.15
Cruz y Ortiz’s Vision
According to Cruz y Ortiz, the original
ambition to build the Rijksmuseum as
a gateway to the urban expansion areas
had meant that the museum function
was from the very outset subordinate to
the urban design gesture.16 The arched
passageway divides the building in
two, resulting in double entrances and
main staircases. The architects saw it
as a challenge to eliminate that divide
while retaining the passageway. Cuy
pers’ building would finally acquire a
satisfactory layout with the aid of tech
niques that had not existed a century
earlier. Cruz y Ortiz’s plan consisted
in essence of two interventions: the lo
wering of the central passageway and
the clearing, lowering and below-gra
de connection of the two courtyards
to create one big entrance hall (fig. 9).
This sunken plaza had space for ticket
sales, information desks, the museum
shop and café-restaurant. The lowered
passageway provided access to the ent
rance hall from either Stadhouderska
de or Museumplein, thereby removing
the distinction between the front and

Fig. 9. Sketch of the lowered
entrance area in the central
passageway, Cruz y Ortiz 2001.
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rear of the museum. The passageway
would become the central entrance
while continuing to function as a pe
destrian/cycle route. However, the ar
chitects doubted whether the bicycle
traffic in the passageway (as laid down
in the guiding principles) was appro
priate on busy days. They consequent
ly suggested an alternative cycle path
through the garden, which could even
become a permanent solution for bi
cycle traffic. They did not think it was
necessary to entirely close off the pas
sageway for biclycle traffic.
The main route through the museum
was a continuous, chronological pre
sentation from the entrance in the we
stern courtyard, ending up at the re
staurant and shop in the eastern cour
tyard. Stairwells and lifts could be
used to cut off parts of the route or to
facilitate a quick tour of the Gallery of
Honour and the Night Watch Gallery.
The architects wanted to restore Cuy
pers’ decorations in some places, but
in muted colours so that they would
not compete with the collection. For
the sake of the acoustics they sugge
sted carpet woven with the pattern of
Cuypers’ mosaic floors. For the cour
tyards they designed huge chande
liers to filter the daylight and to give
the entrance hall a ceiling and a sense
of coherence. The evaluation commit
tee spoke (unanimously) of a lucid con
cept that resolved the logistical pro
blems of the Rijksmuseum and deli
vered a fine entrance. The addition of
an Asian Pavilion for the collection of
Asian art (to the South-West part of
the building) was regarded as a stro
ke of genius.17 The only ideas rejected
by the committee were those for car
pet in the galleries and an awning on
Stadhouderskade. Since the commit

tee did not consider these elements es
sential to the design, it assumed that
good alternatives could be found at a
later date. Of the plans regarding Cuy
pers’ interior, all that remained was
the suggestion to tone down the bright
colours and for the rest to make the
galleries light as far as possible.
Preliminary Designs
In December 2002, Cruz y Ortiz and
Van Hoogevest presented their Preli
minary Designs (PDs). The two firms
differed with respect to the restoration
premises, so they presented – very unu
sually – separate Preliminary Designs.18
The original concept of Cruz y Ortiz’s
vision remained essentially intact: a
central entrance in the passageway
with stairs to the sunken entrance hall
(fig. 10, 11). There was a new soluti
on involving housing cables and duc
ting in an underground services tun
nel around the main building, from
where the entire building could be ser
viced via vertical shafts. One striking
addition was the Studiecentrum (Stu
dy Centre), a tower over thirty metres
high next to the main building, bet
ween the director’s villa and the Tee
kenschool. This tower was intended to
become an important node, with ac
cess to the engine rooms and the en
ergy centre in the basement, the staff
entrance on the ground floor and on
the floors above reading rooms and a
library tower. In the elaboration of the
passageway, the cycle path remained in
the open air, but the entrance zone and
Fig. 10. Sketch of the walking
the footpath were incorporated into the
routes between the entrance,
building. The result was that behind
the courtyards and the museum both facades a revolving door was
galleries, Cruz y Ortiz 2001.
placed in three of the four archways
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and, along the entire length of the pas
sageway, the cycle path was screened
by a glass wall. To make it possible to
access the various routes from the ent
rance hall through the museum galle
ries, and to solve the problem of emer
gency exits, lifts and stairs were ad
ded. This resulted in two galleries on
the main floor being reduced by one
bay. Where possible Cruz y Ortiz tried
to retain daylight in the museum to
provide orientation on the courtyards
and the city. But the museum wan
ted to block a lot of windows in or
der to gain additional exhibition space
and to protect the collection from too
much daylight.
Cruz y Ortiz’ design comprised the
firm’s own restoration criteria, focu
sing on the reconstruction of the spa
tial layout, the restoration of the outer
historical structure and the reinstate
ment of Cuypers’ decorations in the
Great Hall, the main stairwells, the li
brary and the Aduard Chapel. “In the
other spaces inside the building we
should not find ‘reminders of colours’,
considered as archaeological remains.
We think that the conservation crite
ria of the colours in the basement and
bel-etage must follow the museum’s
criteria and the exhibition’s point of
view. We insist upon the idea that the
original colour grade would be exces
sive. No ‘patch’ interventions will be
done in any case (it means, no singu
lar spots on the walls will be kept or
restored)”.19
Cruz y Ortiz’ PD envisaged an archi
tectural rather than archeological so
lution for the building with an almost
modernist, dazzling light interior as
decor for the works of art. In this re

Fig. 11. Design for the entrance
area from the Preliminary
Design, Cruz y Ortiz 2002.

gard their interpretation of ‘Continue
with Cuypers’ contrasted with the in
terpretation of the premises in ‘Back
to Cuypers’ by Van Hoogevest. Alrea
dy in his vision statement Van Hooge
vest had explored Cuypers’ legacy quite
extensively.20 The firm advocated tho
rough building archeological research
during the destruction phase, the re
sults of which could affect the restora
tion plan. Therefore, in their opinion,
the restoration plan had to be fairly fle
xible. Remaines of the original histori
cal surface or original layers of decora
tive paintings, could according to Van
Hoogevest indeed precipitate fresh in
terpretations of the design.
In the PD Van Hoogevest largely agreed
with Cruz y Ortiz on the rehabilitation
of Cuypers’ spatial structure, the resto
ration of the historical surface and the
service engineering. Regarding the re
storation of Cuypers’ decorations, Van
Hoogevest focused on the experience of
the building as a whole. It had changed
considerably as decorations were ‘white
washed’ and coats of paints had been
chipped away. As the make-over of
the whole building was extensive, and
the building process already was faced
with a considerable delay, elaborate re
search was possible. The Foundation
Restoration Studio Limburg (Stichting
Restauratie Atelier Limburg, SRAL)
had been commissioned by the Rgd to
start research into the wall paintings in
several galleries (fig. 12). The SRAL’s in
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vestigations revealed already that there
were still many paintings beneath the
coats of white paint and stucco, that
could be exposed or reconstructed.21
Van Hoogevest therefore recommen
ded to preserve or restore decorations
and fragments retained on the ground
and main floors. Where Cruz y Ortiz
urged the use of neutral backcloths for
the exhibition galleries and a carefully
toned down rehabilitation of Cuypers’
colours in only a few public parts of the
museum, Van Hoogevest saw more and
more opportunities to go back to Cuy
pers’ full decoration schemes.
Reaction to the Preliminary
Designs
The PDs were submitted for comment
to clients and parties directly invol
ved, and to advisery boards such as
Welstand (Design Review Board) and
heritage conservation circles.22 Reac
tions were generally positive with re
gards to the solution for the entrance
and the courtyards. Coenen objected
to the long glass wall in the passage
way, and was more in favor of integra
tion of the passageway with the mu
seum – al already conceived in Ruijs
senaars’ masterplan. But according to
the design review board “the envi
saged changes in the passageway are
in its view a travesty to the propaga
ted public character, which is all but
lost”.23 The differing restoration sce
narios unleashed many diverging re

Fig. 12. Employees of the SRAL actions and questions. Heritage com
at work on the scaffolding in het mittees and parties unanimously cal
led for more research, concerning
Great Hall.
building history and colours, as pro
posed by Van Hoogevest. They also as
ked attention for the restoration of the
facing brickwork on the lower floors,
and the treatment of cove paintings
and mouldings in the upper floor gal
leries (fig. 13, 14). Cruz y Ortiz, on the
other hand, was of the opinion that
its restoration scenario would alrea
dy reinstate Cuypers by “85 per cent”
on account of the rehabilitation of the
original structure, the restoration of
the outer walls and part of the decora
tions. They were opposed to incidental
display of historical fragments, as they
did not want them to interfere with
the museum display. All discussions
in the end led to the deployment of
building archeological research, exe
cuted by the Rgd, and a more compre
hensive commission for the SRAL.
The Final Design: Intervention
and Restoration Criteria
The first part of the Final Design (FD),
dating from October 2004, combined
the views of the chief architect and
the restoration architect, with those of
Cruz y Ortiz prevailing, including ‘In
tervention and restoration criteria’.24
According to Antonio Ortiz, the pro
posal could be encapsulated in five
principles: renovate, not restore, the
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museum is never finished, new designs
for new functions, balance between
architecture and exhibition, and an
integrated design instead of a patch
work.
In the FD the intervention in the main
building was described as the rein
statement of the “original architec
ture”, interpreted as “the original space
and the original connections between
different spaces”.25 Communication be
tween the architects on the reinstate
ment of the decorative elements ho
wever continued to be very problema
tical.26 The extended research of the
SRAL had revealed original decorative
fragments in several parts of the mu
seum. Moreover the SRAL had carried
out initial test reconstructions, starting
in the corner of the Great Hall (fig. 15).
One of Georg Sturm’s canvases was
returned to its original place and
the painting work was reconstructed
around it. In this way a better impres
sion of Cuypers’ decorative interior,
the historical context and the aesthe
tic result was obtained. The work of the
SRAL was conducted as an educatio
nal project involving a variety of stu
dents. The delays in the process had a
favourable effect: teachers and students
brought Cuypers’ colours to light once
more. Even the chief architect was im
pressed by the result, and compromi
ses could be found for the approach of
the interior.

In the end the architects agreed on a
preservative restoration of the library
and the Aduard Chapel, and a recon
struction of the decorations of the
stairwells, the Great Hall, the Gallery
of Honour and the Nightwatch Galle
ry (fig. 16). This central axis, and the
Great Hall in particular, would ulti
mately be the most pronounced ex
pression of Cuypers’ concept. The
Great Hall does not contain a collec
tion of art, but is part of the collection,
as it were. The decorative painting and
sculpture work, and the fragments of
architecture elsewhere in the building,
were considered part of a historical
museological concept. They should
not be rehabilitated or reinstated, and
should even be removed or covered, to
bring the spaces in line with the wis
hes of the Rijksmuseum. The FD was
not yet clear about the finishing of the
galleries, particularly about the treat
ment of the fair-faced brickwork on
the lower floors. Ultimately it turned
out that the finishing of the galleries
was not to be determined by these ar
chitects, but in consultation with the
Rijksmuseum and the interior archi
tect, who was appointed in 2004.

Passageway
The most striking aspect of the FD was
what was missing: the elaboration of
the passageway. Since the city coun
cil had vetoed the plan, the architects
could only wait for new guidelines from
the council. Around the same time, in
the autumn of 2004, Mels Crouwel was
installed as the new Chief Government
Architect. His reaction to the FD was
positive and included the recommen
dation to stick with the architectural
concept for the passageway. Crouwel
wanted to be involved in the solution
for the climate separation in the passa
geway.27 In 2005 the city’s wishes with
regard to the passageway were esta
blished, when the Amsterdam-Zuid
district council passed the Ruimtelijk
Afwegingskader Rijksmuseum (Rijks
museum Spatial Evaluation Frame
work): retention of the cycle route and
permanent public accessibility.28 By
then the design had already been mo
dified accordingly. The passageway re
mained intact and accessible across its
entire width (fig. 17). The climate sepa
ration shifted to the wall between the
passageway and the courtyards, where
the museum entrances with revolving
doors, stairs and lifts would be loca
ted either side of the passageway. In
stead of entering via the passageway,
visitors would descend to the Atrium
from newly added stairs in the cour
tyards (fig. 18). The elaboration of the
entrance zone cleared the way for the
finalizing of the building application,
which was duly completed in March
2006. The most important modifica
tion from this final design phase was
the reduction of the towering Study
Centre to a subordinate volume next
to the Teekenschool.
Final touch
At the end of 2007, with the structu
ral shells of the lowered courtyard
basements already in place, all the ne
cessary permits for the intervention
were granted. Yet even after this some
changes took place, especially in the
approach to museum interior. Wil
motte & Associés S.A. from Paris had
been appointed interior architect and
in 2008, Wim Pijbes had succeeded
Ronald de Leeuw as director of the
Rijksmuseum. The neutral, light, even
calming colours Cruz y Ortiz had sug

Fig. 13-15. Fragments of original
paintings and masonry vaulting
in the former ecclesiastical
architecture department (top).
Two sculptured heads under the
cornice in the former Waterloo
Gallery on the upper floor
(middle). Trial reconstruction in
a corner of the Great Hall, 2003
(bottom).
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terests. The project that was due to be
finished in 2008, saw more causes for
delay. The tendering failed and clo
sing the passageway met major resis
tance from the city of Amsterdam and
the cyclists federation. The Dutch ‘pol
dermodel’, and the freedom that came
along with it, also gave some problems
in the commission for the architects.
The division of the roles between chief
architect (foreign) and restoration ar
chitect (Dutch) was not clear, and the
formulation of the general premises in
their assignment was not equal. Heri
tage authorities, and building arche
ological research were only introdu
ced when the design was almost com
pleted. And in the end the architects
were faced with an intervention of an
interior architect.

Fig. 16, 17. The Gallery of Honour after the renovation (above); most of Cuypers decorations
have been reconstructed. The
passageway shortly after the
reopening of the Rijksmuseum
in April 2013 (below).

gested, had changed in six new shades
of grey. Both walls and vaultings were
painted (fig. 19). In the interior Cruz
y Ortiz and Cuypers were faced by a
third layer. Also more windows in the
building were blocked to give more
space to the exhibition. The carefully
restored Aduard Chapel disappeared
behind a ‘box-in-a-box construction’.
The chronological presentation accor
ding to a serpentine model made way
for an elective model, also more fit
ting to the spatial layout of the buil
ding that is ‘interrupted’ by the pas
sageway.
Conclusion
After 2008 it took another five years
to finish the whole project. The project
had started with high ambitions that
were not easy to live up to. The task was
complex, and there were three com
missioners, the Ministry of Education,
Culture and Science, the Rgd and the
Rijksmuseum. All of equal standing,
but with sometimes contradictory in
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This meant that essential elements of
Cruz y Ortiz’ design, such as the cen
tral entrance and large parts of the
museum interior, were not realized.
Cuypers was respected more than the
85 per cent the chief architect had fore
seen. Whereas the dispute about the
passageway was widely covered in
the media, and gained a lot of atten
tion, the discussion on the interior
decoration was primarily conducted
internally. After reopening the new
Rijksmuseum the lavish decorations
of Cuypers became the eyecatchers of
the central axis of the museum. Para
doxically these decorations were re
constructed, while carefully restored
vaulting and authentic fragments dis
appeared behind grey coloured stucco.
Having no relation with the design of
the interventions of Cruz y Ortiz, the
central axis, from Great Hall to Night
watch Gallery, has therefore turned
into an isolated unity of the museum.
In fact, as can be concluded, the inte
rior of the museum provides a collage
of signatures: Cuypers, Cruz y Ortiz
and Wilmotte. Thanks to the work of
Cruz y Ortiz it has, in the end, become
a ‘unity in diversity’.
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